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Abstract.
Petri nets have become a mature modelling and analysis tool applicable in
many application domains. Since the introduction of the Petri net concept
in 1962 (Petri [Hj), Petri nets have been investigated and applied by many
researchers. Ma.ny ('xtensions of the classical Petri net have been proposed.

To model auribll!.('s, 'colollr' has been added. Time concepts have been added
to describe the temporal behaviour of a system. In object. oriented Petri nets,
tokens have a lif,,·rycle and an identification.
The muiti-dimC1l.<;ol/a/ Pel,.i net model presented in this paper deals with
these extensions ill a unifying way. In this model an arbitrary number of
dimension may be identifipd, e.g. a 'spatial dimension', a 'time dimension', a
'colour dimension', etc.

This paper also discusses the relations between the multi-dimensional Petri
net model a.nd other Pet.ri net based models.

Multi-dimensiona.l Petri nets can be analysed using traditional techniques.

Moreover, it is possible to pmject a multi-dimensional Petri net onto a limited
number of dirnensiolls. By allalysing the projected multi-dimensional Petri net
we can deduce properties of the original multi-dimensional Petri net. Therefore, multi~dim('nsional Petri nets are also interesting from an analysis point
of view.
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Introduction

Petri net.s have b"rOlIl(" i\ popular tool for modelling and analysis of concurrent
systems. There are sC"veral factors which contribute to their success: the graphical
nature, the abilit.y t.o Illodel parallel and distributed processes in a natural manner,
the simplicity of the lllOdel and the firm mat.hematical foundation. Nevertheless,
the classical Pet.ri 11Pt. Illodd is not suitable for the modelling of many systems
encountered ill logistics, productioll, communication, flexible manufacturing and
information proc<,,,illg. Pet.ri nets describing real systems tend to be complex and
extren1<'ly larg<'. SOlIIdinI<"s it is evell impossible to model the behaviour of the
system acrurat,",y. e](, solve tlrese problems, many extensions of the classical Petri
net Illodel haye hcell IHopos("d.

I

colour

time
location
Figure 1: Three typical dimensions: location, colour and time.
Several authors have extended the basic Petri net model with coloured or typed
tokens ([1, 5, 6, 8]). In these models tokens have a value, often referred to as
'colour'. There are several reasons for such an extension. One of these reasons is
the fact that (uncoloured) Petri nets t.end to become too large to handle. Another
reason is the fact. that tokens often represent objects or resources in the modelled
system. As such, these objects may have attributes, which are not easily represented
by a simple Petri net. token.
Other authors have proposed a Pct.ri net model with explicit quarititative time (e.g.
[1,3,6, 10, 16]). We call these models limed Petri net models.
Other extensions are the introduct.ion of token identifications ([7]), tokens having a
life-cycle, priorities, fuzzy Petri nets ([4]), etc.
Practical experiences show that. at least some of these extensions are necessary to
make the Petri net model suit.ahle for the modelling of large and complex systems.
In this paper we int.roduce t.he multi-dimensional Petri net model, which is an
attempt to generalize these extensions in a unifying way.
In a multi-dimensional Petri net. there are dimensions instead of places. In an
n-dimensional Petri net., each token has n dimensions. Typical dimensions are the
'place dimension' (Iocat.ion), the 'colour dimension' and the 'time dimension', see
figure 1. However, llIa.ny other dimensions are possible, e.g. a 'space dimension', a
'weight dimension', a 'financial dimensions', etc. For example, if we want to model
fuzzy information, we can add a. 'truth dimension' that specifies the truth value of
each token. (The trut.h value is a value between 0 (false) and 1 (true), see [4J.) In
this paper we will show that. we can use a multi-dimensional Petri net to model all of
these aspects in a unifying way. (Nevertheless, there are Some extensions which do
not fit directly the framework presented in this paper, e.g. hierarchical Petri nets.)
Compared to other Pet.ri net models there are two remarkable differences: the introduction of dimensions and t.he absence of places. To be ahle to use the modelling
and analysis techniques developed for other Petri net models, we will investigate
the relations between llIult,i-dimensional Petri nets and classical Petri nets, coloured
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Petri nets and timed Petri nets.
When analysing a system modelled in terms of a multi-dimensional Petri net, we
are often interested in properties and/or performance characteristics that relate to a
restricted set of dimensions. This is the reason we define a new concept called projection. A multi-dimensional Petri net (MOPN) can be projected onto a restricted
set of dimensions. The projected MOPN can be used to answer certain questions
about the original MOPN. This approach is often favourable since analysis of the
projected net tends to be less complicated.
Consider for example a MOPN with two dimensions: a space dimension and a time
dimension. We can invest.igate whether some critical position in the space dimension
is reachable by analysing t.he MDPN projected onto the space dimension.
The rema.ind"r of t.his J>ilJlN consists of 6 sections. Section 2 introduces the multidim('lIsional Petri 11('( nlodel. III sectioll :1 we give an example of a multi-dimensional
Petri net which deseri hes a wan'house. Sectioll 4 discusses the relation with other
net models and section 5 gives a brief survey of existing analysis methods. In
section 6 we int.roduce t.he concept of projection and prove that it can be used to
analyse a multi-dimensional Pet.ri net. more efficiently. In section 7, we finish with a
conclusion.

2

Multi-dimensional Petri nets

In this section we present. the II1ulti-dinlCllsiona.l Petri net Illodel. We use a small

example to introduce some of t.he cOllcepts, followed by a formal definition and
selD a.n tics.

2.1

Informal introduction

To introduce til<' mult.i·dimensional Petri net model, we will use an example informally described in terms of it coloured Pet.ri net. This way we also indicate how
other kinds of Petri lIet.s (c.g. coloured Petri nets) can be transformed into a multidimensional Petri net.. (The relat.ion between the multi-dimensional Petri net model
and ot.her Petri net hased models is discussed in section 4.)
Figure 2 shows a (ololll"<,d Pet.ri n('t composed of five places (waiting, in_progress,
ready, free and busy) awl t.hree transitions (start, finish and prepare). There
are two kinds of t.okens: t,okens that. represent tasks and tokens that represent
resources. Tokens in t.he places waiting, in_progress and ready represent tasks
(e.g. jobs). Tokells ill t.he places free and busy represent resources (e.g. machines).
Resources can be used t.o execut.e tasks. For each resource it is specified which tasks
it can perform. In this coloured Petri net, tokens have a value (colour). A task is
represented by a tokell whose value is a capital letter. A resource is represented
by a token whose value is a set of capitals, indicating which tasks the resource can
perform.
;j

ready

prepare
Figure 2: A coloured Petri net.
Transition start may fire if it is able to consume a task from place waiting and a
resource from place free. If start fires, the task and the resource are removed from
the input places waiting and free, and put in the places in_progress and busy
respectively. Transition finish releases the resource and puts the token consumed
from in_progress into place ready. Transition prepare transforms finished tasks
into new tasks.
Now we show how we can model this example in terms of a multi-dimensional

Petri net. In the multi-dimensional Petri net there are no places, only dimensions.
In this example there arc two dilllensions: the 'place dimension' Dp/a" and the
'colour dimension' Dc%ur' The place dimension specifies the location of a token, i.e.
the place in which the token resides:

D p/ a"

=

{waiting, in_progress, ready, free, busy}

The colour dimension specifics the value (colour) of a token:'

Task
Resource =
DcolouT

=

{' A',' JJ', .. ,' Zl)
n'(Tas/',)
Task U Rc.$o1tl'ce

Since there are two dilllensions: each token is represented by a pair (p, c) where
p E Dp/aoe and c E Dc%ur' The token domain D is t.he set of all possible pairs,
i.e. D = Dp/ace X D,%ur' The state -' of a mult.i-dimensional Petri net is a multi-set
of tokens, i.e. s E OMS. In appendix A.I a short introduction to multi-sets, also
referred to as hags, is given.
'IP(A) is t.he powcrset, or A.

In the multi-dimensional Petri net there are three transitions:

T

=

{ start,finish,prepare }

Each of these transitions corresponds to one transition in the coloured Petri net.
The transition relation F describes for each transition the relation between the
multi-set of consumed tokens and the multi-set of produced tokens. Consider for
example the transition prepare:

Fprepare

{( '--v----"
(ready, c) , ___________
(waiting, c) ) ICE Task}
consullle

produce

This rela.tion is a set of pairs. Each pair specifies a possible consumption and production, i.e. the pa.il' ( (ready, c) , (waiting, c) ) says that transition prepare is
allowed to produce a tokell (waiting, c) if it consumes a token (ready, c). Note that
(wai ting, c) and (ready, c) aI'(' both Illulti-sets containing precisely one element (see
appendix A.l).
A transition is ca.lled enabled if there arc 'enough' tokens of the 'right' type. In
this particular exam pi", transition prepare is enabled if there is at least one token
represented by (ready, c) where c is an arbitrary capital. An enabled transition
may fire (occur). firing a t.ransition means consuming and/or producing tokens as
specified by the transition relation. If prepare fires, it consumes a token (ready, c)
and produces a token (waiting, c), i.e. a task c is transferred from stage ready to
stage waiting.
A more complex transit.ion is the tra.nsition start:
produce

COIHHllne

Fstart

=

{( '(wai ting, c)

+ (free, ,.) , '(in_progress, c) + (busy, r)) I
c E Task 1\ r E Resource 1\ c E r}

Transition start is enabled if there are two tokens (waiting, c) and (free, r) such
that c E r, i.e. task c ca.n be performed by resource r. If transition start fires while
consuming the Illulti-set. (waiting, c) + (free, r), then the two tokens specified by
the multi-set (in_progress, c) + (busy, r) are produced.
fina.lly, the t.ransition finish is specified as follows:

.

consume

Ffinish

{( '(in_progress, c)

produce

+ (busy, r)' , '(ready, c) + (free, r)) I

c ETa,'/., 1\ r E Resource 1\ c E r}
Transit.ion finish releases t.lw resource and t.ransfers a task from stage in_progress
to st.age ready.
In this example t.here Me t.wo dimensions. However, it is also possible to have multidimensional PC'tri nct with a.

·t.illH.~

dimension', an extra
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~space

dilnension', etc.

Another example of a possible dimension is the 'identification dimension', i.e. each
token has some identification. This concept agrees with the object-oriented approach. Tokens represent objects and objects have a unique identity. This is quite
natural: though properties of an object. may change in time, the object as it is does
not change. These token identities can also be used to relate objects, e.g. in the
example just given we can add token identities and use them to specify that transition finish only consumes tasks and resources that are related. In Van Bee and
Verkoulen [7] it is shown how to calculat.e unique token identifiers.
In fuzzy Petri net.s (Chen, Ke and Chang [4]), tokens have a 'truth value' and
transitions have a 'certainty factor'. The truth value of a token may be any real
number between between 0 (false) and 1 (true). This can be modelled by adding a
'truth value dinumsion
1

•

Since there are no explicit places in a multi-dimensional Petri net, there is no
straightforward graphical notation (especially when there are many dimensions).
However, it is rcally easy to transform a multi-dimensional Petri net into other
Petri nets (e.g. a coloured Petri net) and vice Versa (see section 4).

2.2

Formal definition

In this subsection we define mult.i-dimensional Petri net.s in mathematical terms,
such as functions, multi-sets and relat.ions.
Definition 1 (MDPN)
A multi-dimensional Petri net is a tuple MOPN = (D), D2 , .. , Dn , T, F) satisfying the following requirement.s:
(i) n E IN is the number of dimensions.
(ii) D}, D2 , .. D" a.re finite sets, the dimensions.
(iii) D = D1

X

D2

X ..

x D,,, the token domain.

(iv) T is a finit.e set of transitions.
(v) Function F specifics the transition relation of each transition. F is defined
from T int.o 1'C,lat.ions. If lET, then:

F, <;; D MS

X

D MS

and

#F, is finite

Inst.ead of places there are dimensions. Each dimension refers to a specific aspect of
a token. Typical dimensions arc the space or location dimension, the time dimension
and the colour or value dillH'nsion. The number of dimensions n is a variable, i.e. n
may vary from application to application. A token is represented by an element of
the token domain D, i.e. in all n-dilllensional Pet.ri net a token is described by an
n-tuple (dJo d 2 , .. , cl u )
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Each transition is specified by the transition relation (dom(F) = T). Let t be a
transition, i.e. t E T. Ft is a flllite set of pairs (bi.,b out ), where bin and bout are both
multi-sets over D. If (b i ,,, bou ,) E J~, then transition t is enabled is state s, if at least
the tokens specified by bin are present in s. If this is the case, then t may consume
the tokens specified by bin and produce the tokens specified by bout, i.e t is allowed
to fire.
The restrictions that each dimension is finite (ii) and that each F, has to be a finite
set (v) are used in section 4. These restrictions have been added to be able to
construct an equivalent classical Petri net.

2.3

Semantics of multi-dimensional Petri nets

The tuple (D" O2 , •• Dn, T, F) specifics the stat.ic structure of an MDPN. In the
remainder of this section we define the behaviour of an multi-dimensional Petri net,
i.e. the semantics of the MDPN model.
Definition 2
A state is defined as a multi-set of tokens. S is the state space, i.e. the set of all
possible states:

The state of the a tv! DPN is a Illulti-set of tokens, i.e. a multi-set of n-tuples.
Possible states of the MDPN described in section 2.1 are: 0D, (ready, {'A',' B'}),
(wai ting,' G') + 2(free, 0), 5(ready,' Z') + 3(ready,' N') + (bUSY, {'A',' B'}). Note
that these states contain 0, I, 3 and 9 tokens respectively.
Definition 3
An event is a triple (/, bi ,,, b"ut), which represents the possible firing of transition
t while removing the t.okens specified by the multi-set bin and adding the tokens
specified by the multi-set bont . E is the event set:

E = T

X

DAIS X

D",s

An event e = (t, bi,,, b"u') represent.s the firing of t while consuming the tokens
specified by bin and producing the tokens specified by bout.
An event is enabled ill state ~ iff (i) the tokens to be consumed are present in sand
(ii) an 'allowed' collection of tok("lIs is to be produced (as specified by the transition
relation).

7

Definition 4
An event (t, b;n, bou') E E is enabled in state

(i) b;n :'0

8

E S iff:

8

(ii) (b;n' bou,) E

fi,

Consider the MDPN described in section 2.1. Event:
( start, (waiting,' A')

+ (free, {'A',' B'})

, (in_progress,' A')

+ (busy, {'A',' B'})

)

is enabled in state:
2(waiting,' A')

+ (waiting,' B') + 3(free, {'A',' B'})

Event:
( finish, (in_progress,' A')

+ (busy, {'A',' B'})

, (ready,' B')

+ (free, {'A',' B'})

is not enabled in state:
2(waiting,' A')

+ (waiting,' B') + 3(free, {'A',' B'})

because both conditions (i) and (ii) are violated.
Definition 5
When an event (t, b;,,, bon') is enabled in state 810 it may occur, i.e. transition t
fires while removing t.he tokens specified by b;n and adding the tokens specified by
bout.

If (t, b;n, bou') occurs ill slate

State

82

8"

then t.he net changes into the statc

is said to be directly reachable from

8,

S2,

defined by:

by the occurrence of event e =

(t, b;n, bon'), this is also denoted by:

Moreover,

5, --+ 82 mcallS

that there exists an enabled event e such that

8, ....:... 82.

Definition 6
A firing sequence is a sequence of states and events:

State 5 n is reachable from
in

31

and ending

8,

iff there exists a firing sequence of finite length starting

ill 810:

This concludes tlJ(" defillitioll alld selllalltics of the MDrN lllodei. Compared to

8

)

other Petri net models there are two rema.rkable differences: (1) the introduction of
dimensions and (2) the absence of places. In fact, the place where the token resides
can be seen as just another din}('nsion (the 'place dimension', see section 2.1). The
concept of dimensions allows us to deal with extensions like token colours, token
identifications, time, etc. in a unifying way.
However, to be able to use existing modelling and analysis methods, We have to
establish formal relationships with other net models. This will be discussed in
section 4. Finally, in section 6 we will focus on one of the merits of multi-dimensional
Petri nets: the abilit.y to define and usc projections.

3

An example

To illustrate the MDPN mock·l, we give a fictitious example of a warehouse modelled
in terms of a multi-dimensional Petri net. Consider a warehouse divided into a
number of sections. Each section is characterised by an X-coordinate and a Ycoordinate. The wa.rehouse stores goods that are stacked on pallets. A pallet is
either used or it is empty. Pallets can be transported from one section to another by
a forklift truck. To Illove goods from section sl to section s2, an unloaded forklift
moves to section sl, loaels the corresponeling pallet and transports it to section s2
where it is unloaded. Fignre:3 shows a schematic representation of the warehouse.
In this pa.rticula.r case we identify 5 dimensions:

D kind
Dx

{pallet, forklift}

{I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, D, 10}

Dy
D,'a'e
Dcontents

{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,lO}
=

{free, busy}
ll>({'A',' B', ..'Z'})

The kind dimension says whether an token represents a pallet or a forklift. The
X and Y dimensions specify the whereabouts of a pallet or a forklift. The state
dimension is used to inclicate the fact that a pallet is used or a forklift is loaded.
The contents of a pallet. or the forklift carrying a pallet is given by the contents
dimension. Note that the goods on a pallet are represented by a set of product
'd entI' f
i 'I.e. a Sll 1)set 0 I' {'A' "'B' .. 'Z'} .
J
ers,
An example of an element of token dOlllain D is (pallet, 3, 4,free, 0), this is an
empty pallet located in section (3,4).
There are three transi (.ions,

T

=

{load,unload,move}

The transition load r<'presents the activity of loading a pallet by some forklift truck.
The transition relation for load is defined as follows:
F load

=

{( (forklift, 'I', y, free, 0)

9

+ (pallet, x, y, s, c)

,

0·. •

"

0

I

~

•

• pallet (used)
o empty pallet

•

I±J
U

•

U unloaded forklift
I±J loaded forklift

I±J

0

U

U

•
Figure 3: The warehouse.
(forklift, x, y, busy, c) )

I a:

E Dx II Y E D y II s E D,tate licE Deantent.}

Note that the forklift has to be unloaded to be able to load a pallet and that the
pallet and the forklift. have to be in the same section.
Transition unload fires when a pallet is unloaded by a forklift.
relation for unload is defined as follows:
Funload =

The transition

{( (forklift, :r, y, busy, c) ,

(forklift, a:, y, free, 0)
I

:l'

+ (pallet, .1:, y, s, c)

E JJ x AyE D 1·· A s E

Dstate

/\

c E

)

J)contents

/\

((8 = free) <* (c = 0))}
Only loaded forklifts can be unloaded.
Transition move models the act.ual transportation of a pallet, but also all other
movements of a forklift.:
Fmove =

{( (forklift,x,y,s, c) ,

(forklift, .T', y', 8, c) )

I a:, aJ

E Dx II y, y' E D l , II s E D,tatc licE Deanten" II
(-1 :'0 :r - :r' :'0 1) II (-1 :'0 y - y' :'0 I)}

Note that only movements between adjacent sections are allowed.
This completes the definition of the llluiti-dimensional Petri net (D hnd , Dx, D y ,
D,tate: DODntent" T, F) which models the warehouse. This example will be used to
illustrate some of the concept.s introduced in the remainder.
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4

Relations with other net models

In this section we reveal some of the relationships with other Petri net based models.
These inter-relat.ionships are very important, since we want to apply the rich set of
modelling and analysis techniques developed for other Petri net models, e.g. timed
and/or coloured Pet.ri net models.
First we discuss t.he relation between the classical Petri net model and the multidimensional Petri net. model. To do this we need a definition of the classical Petri
net. (Similar definitions are given in [12, 13, 15].)
Definition 7 (Petri net)
A classical Petri net. is a three tuple PN = (P, T, F), where:
(i) P is a finite set of places.
(ii) T is a finit.e set of transitions.
(iii) F E (P X T)MS U (T x P)MS specifies t.he flow relation, i.e. the arcs
connecting places and t.ransitions.
The flow relation F describes how the places and transitions are connected. If
F( (p, t)) = k, then there are I., parallel arcs from place p to transition t, i.e. if k > 0
then p is an input place of t. If F( (t, p)) = k, then there are k parallel arcs from
transition t to place 1', i.e. if /.; > 0 then p is an output place of t.
The stat.e of a I'ct.ri nct, often referred to as marking, is a multi-set of places. A
transition in a c1assica.l Petri net is enabled if each input place contains 'sufficient'
tokens. An enabled transition may fire. If a transition t fires, the specified number
of tokens are consumed from the input places and the specified number of tokens
are produced for the out.put. places.
Now we are able to express any classical Petri net in terms of a MDPN. Since there
are identifiers (e.g. T and F) that are used in both models, all identifiers referring
to the MDPN model arc superscript.ed by a horizontal line (this to avoid confusion).
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Theorem 1 (PN

->

MDPN)

Given a classical Petri net PN = (P, T, F), we can construct an equivalent multidimensional Petri net MOPN = (DI,T,F) as follows:

(i) n

=1

(ii) Dl

=P

(iii) T = T
(iv) For all t E T, we define:

Ft =

{(I: F(p,t)p, I: F(t,p)p)}
pEP

pEP

The constructed MOPN has only one dimension P. Each transition in the classical Petri net corresponds to precisely one transition in the constructed MOPN.
For each transition t E T, the relation F t contains only One pair. The first element LPEP F(p, tip represents the bag of input places of t, the second element
LPEP F(t,p)p corresponds to the bag of output places of t.
We define the nets to be equivalent if and only if there is a bijection f between
two state spaces such that 81 --+ 82 in one net if and only if J(8tJ --+ J(82) in the
other net and vice versa. It is easy to verify that these nets are equivalent.
The opposite, i.e. the construction of an equivalent classical Petri net, is also possible
because of the requirement that the domain D of the MOPN is finite.

Theorem 2 (MDPN

->

PN )

Given a multi-dimensional Petri net MOPN = (D I , D 2 , •• , Du, T, F), we can construct an equivalent classical Petri net PN = (P, T, F) as follows:

(i) P = D = DI

X

D2

X •• X

(ii) T = {(t, bin, bout) E E

Du

I (bin' bout)

E F,}

(iii) The flow relation:
F=

I:

bin(P)(P, t')

+

bout(p)(t',p)

This transformation requires some more explanation. Every element in the token
domain D corresponds to precisely one place in the classical Petri net. This is
the reason the token domain has to be finite. Furthermore, every event which can
be enabled in some state of the MDPN corresponds to a unique transition in the
classical Petri net. If t' = (t, biu , bout) is such an event, then t' consumes tokens from
the input places specified by bin and produces tokens for the output places specified
by bout. This information is used to construct the flow relation F.
We will use the example given in section 3 to clarify this construction. If we trans12

form the multi-dimensional Petri net (Dkind, Dx, D y , Ds'a'" Dcan'en'., T, F) into a
classical Petri net PN, tben PN contains one place for each element in the token
domain and one transition for each possible event. The classical Petri net PN contains 2 X lOx 10 X 2 X 226 "" 2.68 X 10 10 places. Transition load corresponds to
10 X 10 X 2 X 226 transitions in PN and transition unload corresponds to 10 X 10 X 226
transitions. Transition move is transformed into (2 +8 X 3 + 2)2 X 2 X 226 transitions
in PN. Thus, tbe classical Pctri nct contains approximately 1.25 X 1011 transitions.
Note that the two constructions given in this section 'circnlar'. If we construct a
multi-dimensional Petri net MOPN for a classical Petri net PNI and we construct
another classical Petri net PN2 for this MOPN, then PNI and PN2 are equivalent.
If we construct a classical Petri net PN for a multi-dimensional Petri net MOPNI
and we construct another multi-dimellsional Petri net MOPN2 for this PN, then
MOPNI and MDPN2 arc also equivalent.
It is also possible to trallSforlll a coloured Petri net into an equivalent multi-dimensional Petri net and vice versa. This subject is discussed in appendix A.2.
In appendix A.3 we show how we can handle time in a multi-dimensional Petri net.

These transformations are quit.e straightforward. The simplicity of these transformations promises a smootb transition from a classical, coloured and/or timed Petri
net to a multi-dimensional Petri net and vice versa. This way it is possible to use
parts of the theory, met, bods and tools developed for other Petri net based models.

5

Analysis of multi-dimensional Petri nets

There are several reasons for modelling a system, e,g. to create and evaluate a
design of a new syst.em, to compa.rc alternative designs and to investigate possible
improvements in a real system. Model building forces us to organize, evaluate and
examine the validi ty of our tboughts. This way modelling reveals errors and possible
improvements.
In essence, the modelling process serves two purposes, First of all, the model is used
as a 'blueprint' of the system under consideration, e,g. the design of a new system or
a plan which describes improvements, Secondly, models are used to analyse certain
aspects of a system, e.g, t.he performance, efficiency or correctness of a system. Since
analysis is oft.en tbe ma.in goal of model building, we have to supply suitable analysis
met.hods.
Multi-dimensional Petri nets will nol provide new analysis techniques that are not
feasible for classical Pdri nds, eoloured Petri nets or timed Petri lICtS. However,
most of the existing alla.iysis methods can be applied to multi-dimensional Petri
nets. This is the rcason we start with a brief survey of existing Petri net based
analysis techniques,
A lot of analysis techniques have been developed in the area of pure Petri net theory.
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Most of them are based on the classical Petri net model.
Many of these techniques have been extended to analyse high-level Petri nets, for
example reachability graphs and invariants. Recall that as long as the number of
colours is finite, a high-level net can be 'unfolded' into an equivalent, but much
larger, Petri net without colours. The unfolding of nets has been studied to see how
the analysis methods for high-levclnets should work. For the moment, however, it
is only possible to use these methods for relatively small systems and for selected
parts of larger systems.
An example of such a method is the creation of a reachability graph for high-level
nets. Because of the explosion of the number of states, these graphs tend to become
too large to analyse. Several reduction techniques have been proposed to deal with
this problem. None of them gives a satisfactory solution (see Jensen [8]).
Another analysis technique available for high-level Petri nets is the generation of
place and transition invariants. These invariants are used to derive and prove properties of the modelled system. A place invariant (P-invariant) is a weighted token
sum, i.e. a weight is associated with every token in the net. This weight is based
on the location (place) and the value (colour) of the token. A place invariant holds
if the weighted token sum of all tokens remains constant during the execution of
the net. Transition invariants (T-invariants) are the duals of place invariants and
the basic idea behind them is to find firing sequences with no effects, i.e. firing
sequences which reproduce the initial sta.te. Some analysis techniques have been
developed to calculate these invariants automatically (see Jensen [8]). These techniques have a number of problems. For lilJ"ge nets with a lot of different colours, it
is hard to compute these invariants. Usually there are infinitely many invariants (a
linear combination of invariants is also an invariant), therefore it is difficult to distill
the interesting ones. However, there is a more promising way to use invariants. If
the user supplies a number of invariants, it is easy to verify these invariants totally
automatically. If an invariant does not hold, it is relatively easy to see how the Petri
net (or the invariant) should be modified. The latter approach does not solve the
problem that applying invariants requires a lot of training.
The addition of time to the classical Petri net model resulted in a lot of new and
interesting techniques to analyse the dynamic behaviour of a system. Literature on
this subject reflect.s t.he fact that the study of timed Petri nets developed along two
separate lines.
The first line concentrates on the verification of dynamic properties. Most of the
methods developed along this lille are based on nets with deterministic delays. A
serious drawback of these methods is the fact that in many real systems the activity
durations are not fixed, i.e. they vary because of disturbances and other interferences.
Assuming deterministic delays often results in inaccurate results.
The second line concentrates on the performance evaluation of timed Petri nets
by means of analysis of the underlying stochastic process. Instead of assuming
deterministic activity dura.tions, an attempt is made to capture the essence of a
system by probahilistic assumptions. These probabilistic assumptions often include
the distribution of the delays in the net.. For analysis reasons, these distributions are
14

assumed to be negatively exponential. Molloy showed that, due to the memoryless
property of the exponential distribution, such a stochastic TPN is isomorphic to a
continuous time Markov chain ([ll]). This allows for analytical methods to analyse
the dynamic behaviour of a system, this way it is possible to calculate performance
measures, e.g. the average waiting time or the probability of having more than five
tokens in a specific place. An example of a stochastic TPN model is the Generalized
Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN) model developed by Ajmone Marsan et al. ([10]). Many
authors give conditions for the topology of the net or the distribution of the delays
such that analysis of thc underlying stochastic process is possible. In general these
conditions are quite strong. Moreover, for real problems, the state space of the
corresponding continuous time Markov chain tends to be too large to analyse.
A small number of analysis methods have been presented for Petri nets with interval
timing ([1, 3]). These methods can be used to calculate bounds for all kinds of
performance measures (e.g. response times, waiting times and utilization). Note
that these bounds are $Gfe, i.e. it is possible to prove their correctness.
The analysis techniques discussed so far can be used for the verification of specific
properties. Validat.ion requires a different approach. Instead of giving a formal proof
a number of experiments are conducted to test hypotheses or to estimate certain
performance measures. In general validation is done by means of simulation.
In section 4 we demonstrated that a smooth transition from a MDPN to another
Petri net based model is possible. Therefore, most of the techniques developed
for classical Petri I)('ts, coloured Petri nets and timed Petri nets can be applied to
nlulti-dirnensiona.l Pet.ri l1et.s.
As an example, we focus on the so-called pla.ce invariants:

Definition 8 (Invariant)
Let MDPN = (DI' D z , .. D", T, F) be a multi-dimensional Petri net and wED ->
7L is a weight function which assigns a weight to every token in the net. This
weight function IV is an invariant if and only if for each event e = (t, b;n, bout) with
(b;n, bou') E F, the following statement holds:

L

w( d)b in (tI) =

dED

L

11'( d)"o", (d)

dED

Similar definit.ions of place invariants given in [13, 15,

9J.

Consider for example the net given in section 2.1. Let w, E D -> 7L be the weight
function which assigns weight I to the tokens residing in one of the the following
places: waiting, in_progress or ready, i.e. for c E D,%ur, we have:
w,«waiting,c»
WI «free. c» =

= wJ«in_progress,c» = WI «ready, c» = 1
wd (busy, c»

= 0
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This weight function is an invariant which specifies that the number of tasks
constant.
If W2 is such that for any c E D eolo",:

IS

w2((waiting,c)) = w2((in_progress,c)) = w2((ready,c)) = 0
W2( (free, c)) = W2( (busy, c)) = 1
Then

W2

is an invariant which specifies that the number of resources is constant.

In the warehouse modelled in section 3, the number of forklift trucks is constant.
Let W3 be such that for any d E D:2

(d) _ {1 if 7rkind(d) = forklift
W3

-

0 if

7rkind(d)

= pallet

Weight function W3 is invariant, i.e. there is conservation of forklifts. We can also
use an invariant w. to prove that the number of goods is constant, i.e. goods cannot
get 'lost'.
Suppose one of the dimensions of a multi-dimensional Petri net is the 'time dimension'. In this case it may be possible to prove temporal properties by calculating the
invariants of the multi-dimensional Petri net. Note that in most Petri net models
extended with time and colour, time aspects are abstracted from before invariants
are calculated/generated.
We are often only interested in a subset of the dimensions of a multi-dimensional
Petri net, i.e. the questions we want to answer relate to a limited number of dimensions. Consider for example the invariant W3, Dkind is the only dimension W3 has
a bearing on. Invariants WI and W2 only relate to the place dimension. It seems
inefficient to analyse the entire multi-dimensional Petri net if we are only interested
in a few dimensions. Therefore, we will focus on projections of a MOPN.

6

Projections

In this section we introduce a new concept, called 'projection'. If we project a MOPN
onto a restricted number of dimensions, we can abstract from the dimensions we are
not interested in. For example, if we want to prove the conservation of forklift
trucks and goods in a warehouse, then it suffices to analyse the MOPN projected
onto the kind and contents dimensions. We will formally prove that it is possible
to analyse certain aspects of a MDPN by analysing the proper projection of the
MOPN. Analysis of a projected MOPN is often much more efficient, since the token
domain used by the projected MOPN is smaller.
21rkind

is the value of the kind field of tuple d.
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To be able to define the projection concept for multi-dimensional Petri nets, we need
to define projection of tuples and states.
Definition 9
Let MOPN = (D I , D 2 , •• Dn, T, F) be a multi-dimensional Petri net, D = DI
•• X Dn, d = (d l ,d2 , .. ,d,,), dE D, S = DMs and s E S.
For i E {I, 2, .. , n}, we define:

1I"i( d) =

X

D2

X

di
Ls(d)1I"i(d)

ni(s)

de,

For I = {iJ, i 2 , .. , i m ) such that I <;; {I, 2, .. , n} and i l

1I"J(d)
nJ(s) =

< i2 < ., < i m , we define:

(dil,d;" .. ,dim )
Ls(d)1I"1(d)
de,

The projection operator 7r I is used to project a tuple onto a selected set of dimensions
as specified by I. The projection operator nJ is used to project a state onto a
selected set of dimensions. Consider for example state s in the MOPN described in
section 2.1:

s =

2(waiting,' A')

If we project

S

+ (waiting,' E') + 3(free, {'A',' E'})

onto the place dimension, then I = {place} and:

OJ(S) = 3 waiting

+

3 free

Definition 10 (Projection)
Let MOPN = (Dr, D 2 , •• D", T, F) be a multi-dimensional Petri net and I
{i l ,i 2 , .. ,i m } such that 1 <;; {1,2, .. ,n) and il < i2 < .. < i m •
The I-projection of MOPN is denoted by nJ(MOPN) and nJ(MOPN) =
(Di l , Di" .. Di m, T, F) where for each t E T:

Let MOPN = (Dplu,,, Deal o"" T, F) be the multi-dimensional Petri net defined in
section 2.1 and 11 = {plaet:}. The II-projection of MOPN is the three tuple
(Dpl ac., T, F) wit.h:
Dp/ace

=

{ waiting, in_progress, ready, free, busy}

T

=

{ start, finish, prepare }
{(ready, wai ting)}

Fprepare
Fstart
Ffinish

=
=

{(wai ting + free, in_progress + busy)}
{(in_progress + busy, ready + free)}
l7

MDPN

pmjection
____
• O/(MDPN)

I

"",I,,"

,,
+

interp"elalion

results

results

Figure 4: Analysis of a MDPN by analysing a projection of the MDPN.
In this example we abstracted from the token colours. It is also possible to abstract
from the place dimension, i.e. projecting the MDPN onto the colour dimension. The
12-projection of MDPN with h = {c%ur} is the tuple (Dcolour. T, F) with:
Dcolour

=

Task U Resource

T

=

{ start,finish,prepare }

Fprepare =
Fstart =
Ffinish

{(c,c) IcE Task}
{(c+r,c+r) I cETask /I r E Resource /I c E r}
{(c+ ",c+ ,.) ICE Task /I r E Resource}

These projections may be interesting from an analysis point of view: it is possible to
obtain analysis results for a multi-dimensional Petri net by analysing the projected
net. In the remainder of this section we will give two theorems that show how this
can be done.
Theorem 3
Let MDPN be a multi-dimensional Petri net and O/(MDPN) be an I-projection of
MDPN. For any t.wo st.ates s" 82 E S of MDPN such that. S2 is directly reachable
from 8\ (i.e. s\ -----. 82), we find that. 0/(S2) is directly reachable from O/(S\) (i.e.
O/(sd --> 0/(52» ill the I-projection of MDPN.
Proof
Suppose s\ -----. S2, then there exists an event e = (I, bin, bout) such that 8\ ~ 82,
i.e. bin ~ 8\, (bin' bout) E F t and 82 = (s\ - bin) + bout.
Let e = (t,O/(bin),O/(b ou .), t.hen 0 / (8\) --!.... 0/(S2), because O/(bin ) ~ O/(sd,
(D/(bin),O/(b ou.) E F t and 0/(S2) = (D/(SI) - O/(bin » + O/(bout ).
Therefore, O/(sd -----. 0/(82).

o
Informally speaking, this theorem proves that states directly reachable in a MDPN
are also directly reachable in the projected MDPN. Moreover, this theorem implies
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that any state reachable from a specific initial state in the MDPN, is also reachable
in the projected MDPN. Unfortunately, the opposite does not hold. Not every state
in the projected MDPN is also reachable in the MDPN.
Consider for example state 81 in the MDPN given in section 2.1, with:
81

=

(waiting,' X')

+ (free, {' A',' B'})

Clearly, this is a 'dead state', i.e. no transition can fire in this state ('X' if. {'A',' B'}).
However, in the Irprojectcd MDPN defined in this section transition start can fire,
thus changing state TIl( sIJ = waiting + free into state in_progress + busy.
Nevertheless, we can lise theorem 3 to prove that certain states are not reachable.
For example, let 8 be a st.at.e ill a MDPN. If TIl(8) is a dead state in TIl(MDPN),
then 8 is a dead state in MDPN.
It is also possible to find certain invariants by analysing the projected net.
Theorem 4
Let MDPN be a multi-dimensional Petri net and TIl(MDPN) the I-projection of
MDPN. D is the token domain of MDPN and D is the token domain of TIl(MDPN).
If w E D -> 7L is an invariant of TIl(MDPN) and wED -> 7L such that for any
dE D: w(d) = w(7rI(d)), then'" is an invariant of MDPN.
Proof
Let MDPN = (DJ, D 2 , •• D,,, T, F) and TIl(MDPN) = (D;" D;" .. D;n, T, F).
Suppose W E D -> 7L is an invariant of fIl(MDPN).
Let wED -> 7L snch that for any d ED: w(d) = w(7rI(d)). Now we have to prove
that for any event. e = (/, bi,,, bout) with (b;,,, bo"t) EFt:

L

w(d)b;,,(d) =

dED

Define

e

L

w(d)bo"t(d)

dED

= (t,TIl(bi,,),TIl(b oo ,))' Becanse (bin,bout) EFt, we infer that (TIl(b;n),

TIl(b ou ,)) E F t (see definition 10). Since

IV

is an invariant, the following equation

holds:
(1)

Because of the definit.ions of TIl and w, and the fact that D can be partitioned into
the sets {d ED I 7r1(d) = d} with dE D, we find that the following mathematical
eqnations are equivalent. to eqllat.ion (1):

(2)
d{D

deD

L

",(d)(

dED

L

dED

(3)

bi,,( d))
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L

w(1I"/(d))bin (d)

dED

L
L

w(1I"/(d))bou ,(d)

(4)

w(d)bou,(d)

(5)

dED

L

w(d)bin(d) =

dED

dED

Thus, w is an invariant of MOPN.

o
Consider for example t.he MOPN givcn in section 2.1 and the two projected nets
niJ (MOPN) and n/,(MOPN) defined in this section.
E Dploce -+ 7l such that (vai ting) =
By analysing the II-projection we find that
w;(in_progress) = ",;(ready) = 1 and w;(free) = w;(busy) = 0 is an invariant.
We can use this to prove that WI defined in section 5 is invariant. This invariant
shows that the number of tasks is constant.
Consider the I,-projection of the MOPN. Let r E Resource be a specific type of
resource and let wE Deolour -> 7l be a weight function such that for any d E Deolour:

w;

I

w(d)

= { 0

w;

if d = r
if d"l r

This weight functioll is all invarianl. of the I,-projection of MOPN. We can use
t.his invariant to prove t.hat. t.here is conscrvation of resources, i.e. the multi-set of
resources in the MOrN does not change.
These examples show that if we use a proper projection we Can derive useful properties of a multi-dimensional Petri net. We have shown that it is possible to prove that
certain states are not. reachable (sec theorem 3). Moreover, it is possible to produce
invariance properties of it MDrN by analysing some of the projections. These are
very important results since alla.lysis of the project.ed net is often much more easier.
This way it may be possible t.o ana.!yse properties that would have been intractable
without a projection.

7

Conclusion

The multi-dimensiona.! Petri net model provides a concept which can be used to
deal with extensions like 'colour', 'time', 'identification', etc. in a unifying way.
Compared to other Petri net. models there are two remarkable differences: (1) the
introduction of dimensions and (2) the absence of places. In this paper we have
shown how the multi-dimcnsiona.! Petri net model can be used and how it relates to
other net models.
One of the merits of multi-dimensional Petri nets is the ability to define and use
projections. By analysing the projectcd multi-dimensional Petri net we can deduce
properties of the original multi-dimensional Petri net. As an example we showed
that any invariant of the projected net is also an invariant of the original net.
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Appendix

A.l

Multi-sets

A multi-set, like a. set, is a collection of elements over the same subset of some
universe. However, unlike a set, a multi-set allows multiple occurrences of the same
element. Another word for multi-set is bag. Bag theory is a natural extension of set
theory (Jensen [8]).
Definition 11 (multi-sets)
A multi-set b, over a set A, is a function from A to IN, i.e. b E A -> 1N. 3 If a E A
then b(a) is the number of occurrences of a in the multi-set b. A MS is the set of all
multi-sets over A. The empty multi-set is denoted by 0A (or 0). We often represent
a multi-set bEAMS by the formal sum:'

L

b(a)a

aEA

Consider for exa.mple the set A = {a, b, c, .. }, the multi-sets 3a, a
la + 2b + 3c + 4<1 and 0A are members of AMS.
3IN = {O,I,2, .. j
4This notation has been adopt.ed from Jensen [8].
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+ b + c + d,

Definition 12
We now introduce some operations on multi-sets. Most of the set operators can be
extended to multi-sets in it rather straightforward way. Suppose A a set, b}, b2 E AMS
and q E A:
q E bl iff bl(q) 2: 1
bl S; b2 iff lIaEA bl(a) S; b2 (a)
bl = b2 iff bl S; bz and bz S; bl
bl + bz =
(bl(a) + b2 (a» a

L
L

(membership)
(inclusion)
(equality)
(summation)

aEA

bl - bz =

#b l

=

L

((hl(a) - b2 (a)) max O)a

(su btraction)

aEA

(cardinality of a finite multi-set)

bl(a)

aEA

See Jensen [8, 9J for

A.2

lIlore

ddails.

Coloured Petri nets

In section 2.1 we have already seen an example of a coloured Petri net transformed
into a multi-dimensional Pet.ri net. In t.his appendix, we discuss the relation between
these two net models ill 1110rc detail.
We use a slightly modified version of the definition given in Jensen [9J: 5

Definition 13 (CPN)
A CP-matrix is a dcfillcd by a tuple CPM
following requirements:

(P, T, S, C, L,I+) satisfying the

(i) P is a finite set of places.
(ii) T is a finit.e set of transitions (P

nT =

0).

(iii) S is a finite set of types, called colour-sets. Each colour-set must have a nonempty and finite set of values.
(iv) C is the colour-function mapping fr0111 PUT into S. It attaches to each
place a set. of possihk token-colours and to each transition a set of possible
occurrence-ealoIl rs.

(v) Land 1+ are the negative and positive incidence-functions defined on P
such that L((p,t»),l+((p,t) E Crt) f. C(p)MS for all (p,t) E P x T. 6

X

T,

The negative incidencc-fullction L describes how tokens are removed from places
5The domains of the incidence funct.iolls 1_ (p, t) and I+(p, t) are not multi-sets, because we
do not allow transitions to fire concurrently. That is, we use an interleaving semantics: if two
transitions fire concurrent.ly, some lIon-determiuist,ic ordering is made.
6 A f.. B denot.es the sd· of all part.ial fUllctions from A to B.
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by the occurrence of a transition. The positive incidence-function 1+ is analogous
except that it describes how tokens are added to places by the occurrence of a
transition. For a more detailed description of coloured Petri nets, the reader is
referred to [8, 9].
Now we are able to show how a coloured Petri net is transformed into an equivalent
MDPN.
Theorem 5 (CPN -+ MDPN)
Given a CP matrix CPM = (1', T, S, C, L, 1+), we can construct an equivalent multidimensional Petri net MDPN = (D pl "" Dcolour, T, F) where:

(i) n = 2
(ii) DpJ." = P

(J'ii) D colour = UpEP C()
P
(iv) T = T
(v) For all t E T, we define:
F,

=

{(

L L

(L(l', t)(b))(c)(p, c),

pEP cEC(p)

L L

(/+(l',t)(b))(c)(p,c))

pEP cEC(p)

I bE C(t)

/\ bE dom(L(p, t)) /\ bE dom(/+(p, t))}

The constructed MDPN has two dimensions. Each transition in the coloured Petri
net corresponds to precisely one transition in the constructed MDPN. It can be
proved that these nets are equivalent.
Naturally, the opposite, i.e. the construction of an equivalent coloured Petri net
given a MDPN, is also possible. There are many ways to do this.

A.3

Timed Petri nets

The classical Petri net model is not capable of handling quantitative time. The
introduction of coloured Petri nets allowed people to quantify time in an implicit
manner, i.e. time is represented by the value or colour of a token. In this case,
we have to model a global clock usiug a place connected to every transition. This
place contains one token, whose value represents the current time. Since this is
rather cumbersome, many authors have proposed a Petri net model with explicit
quantitative time.
We will extend the multi-dimensional Petri net with a time concept by adding a
time dimension Dtime. D'imc is the set of all points of time we want to consider. If
d E D is a token, then 'll"time( el) is the timestamp of this token. This timestamp
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indicates the time a token becomes available. Transitions determine a delay for each
produced token. A similar time concepts are used in [1, 2, 6, 8].
To add this time concept we have to replace definition 4 by definition 14:

Definition 14
The event time of an event e = (I, bin, bou') EEls the maximum of all time
timestamps of the tokens to be consnmed:

An event e = (t, bin, bo,,') E E is enabled in state s E S iff:

(i) bin S s
(ii) (bin' bou ') E I;;
(iii) For all dE bin and d' E bo,,': "'i!n,(d) S ""m,(d').
(iv) All other events which sat,isfy (i), (ii) and (iii) have an event time of at least
ET(e).
The timestamps of the tokens produced by a firing of transition t have to be at
least as large as the timestamps of the tokens consumed by transition t (iii). The
transition with the smallest enabling time will fire first (iv). If there are multiple
transitions having a minimal enabling time, then any of these transitions may be
the first to fire. Moreover, transitions are eager to fire, i.e. an event occurs at its
event (enabling) time.
In [1] it is shown how this time concept can be used to model all kinds of timedependent behaviour.
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